A Martian Wonderland
Scientists are racing to learn as much as they can with the Phoenix lander before Martian winter arrives.
By J. Kelly Beatty

Fixing Hubble One Last Time
The beloved space observatory is due for a final service call by astronauts. If all goes well, Hubble will be the best it has ever been.
By J. Chris Blades

Touching the Stars Without Leaving Home
Hunting and collecting meteorites is a way you can own ancient material from outer space.
By Ruben Garcia and Geoffrey Notkin

Improving Your DSLR Photos
More exposure and careful calibration are the keys to great astrophotography.
By Jerry Lodriguss
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THIS MONTH'S SKY

47 October 2008 Sky at a Glance

48 Northern Hemisphere's Sky
Summer's Swan Song
By Fred Schaaf

50 Binocular Highlight
Planetary Nebula M27
By Gary Seronik

51 Suburban Star-Hop
Coy Cluster in Capricornus
By Ken Hewitt-White

53 Southern Hemisphere's Sky
By Greg Bryant

54 Sun, Moon, and Planets
Venus and Jupiter Light the Dusk
By Fred Schaaf

63 Exploring the Moon
A Swim in Mare Humorum
By Charles A. Wood

67 Celestial Calendar
October Meteors
A Mira in Lyra
East Coast Asteroid Occultation
By Alan MacRobert

71 Deep-Sky Wonders
Arion's Dolphin
By Sue French
Following the Stars
Photographing the night sky with your DSLR is a breeze with the AstroTrac TT320 Mount.
By Gary Seronik